Distance Learning Plan
 Kindergarten Class 
Mrs. Jenni Coffen

Phone/Text: 269-635-9692

Email: jcoffen@live.com

What you can expect:
•

Detailed plans—you will receive a weekly plan that outlines exactly what students will be learning.

•

Learning materials—all learning materials will be available to pick up from the school every 2-3 weeks.
This will include some paper worksheets to practice and review concepts, as well as hands-on manipulatives to
borrow. I will also send home a caddy of supplies that your child can use to complete their work. You should not
need to provide anything extra, other than a space to work! If needed, we can also offer the loan of an iPad.

•

Zoom teaching—each day I will be teaching live on Zoom for approximately an hour.

•

One-on-one time—I will be available to you individually as needed/desired to teach, go through assigned

This will be an
abbreviated version of our regular school day, with emphasis given to Bible, Math, and Language Arts. Students
will be able to complete the bulk of (if not all) their daily work during the Zoom session. This time will also be
designed to foster interaction and build classroom community. Your child’s attendance is expected and this is
when daily attendance will be taken.

work, assess, and touch base with how things are going. I will provide opportunities for enrichment and extra
practice as needed.
•

Weekly craft/project—with the learning materials, I will include a craft or art project for each week.

It

will either complement the Bible story for the week or our current learning theme. While I will present
directions for the craft during our Zoom teaching session, the craft may require additional time to complete
outside of the Zoom meeting.
•

Special thematic materials—with each supply pick-up, I will include some of our special theme items
that would be normally available in our classroom for your child to borrow.

•

Teacher access—you are welcome to call, email, text, or Zoom with me as needed/desired.

Your time commitment:
My goal is to make this easy for you! Other than helping your child access the technology, you should not need
to spend more than 5-10 minutes a day working with your child. I am designing activities to be completed by your child
during our live Zoom interaction. Additional at-home reading is always encouraged!
-This plan is subject to revision based on state guidelines and the needs of our school families. -

